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TANK BIATHLON

• Is popular in the
 CIS countries. Now
 people do not run
 along the highway
 or shoot, but tanks!
 The task: to pass the
distance and obstacle course with firing lines, 
spending as little time as possible, and with misses or 
grazes of any objects on the track, penalty seconds 
or circles are given out.



P/ S. ONLY FOR MEN!



WHAT ARE THEY DOING???
THEY ARE TRYING TO CATCH CHEESE!
• Every year on the picturesque Cotswold Hills, a game is played 

in which a crowd of daredevils runs down the hillside, chasing 
the head of the Double Gloucester cheese. People from all 
over the world come to Cooper Hill to see and even take part 
in this dangerous, but very fun match.



WHAT?
BOCCIA!

• Everyone plays it, from princes of blood to garbage cleaners - 
especially in Denmark, where the most federated clubs are. 
And although bocce is an ordinary team game, the main 
thing in it is not muscles, but brains: in order to win, you need 
to accurately calculate the trajectory of the ball and 
determine the strength of the throw. 

• What you need: Territory with any surface, 6 by 12.5 meters, 
participants (2, 4, 8 or 12 people), as well as leather balls 
slightly larger than tennis: 1 white, 6 - blue and 6 - red. White 
ball is considered the goal and is at the edge of the field. The 
"blue" and "red" try to make their balls white. The winner is the 
team whose shells were closer to the goal.



ARE YOU CRAZY? IS IT HOCKEY?
YES, UNDERWATER HOCKEY.

• В хоккей под водой сражаются во многих странах мира, причем 
кое-где — в максимально сложных условиях. Например, недавно 
в Австрии прошел международный турнир по подледному 
хоккею: игроки передавали друг другу шайбу не по дну водоема, 
а по обратной стороне ледяной корки. Подышать можно было 
лишь в окне проруби, устроенной рядом с «полем». 

• What you need: Pool with underwater gates. There are two teams, 
each with 6 players, equipped with swimming trunks, masks, ear 
plugs, fins and snorkeling tubes. The task of these brave guys - with a 
30-centimeter stick to score in the opponent's gate plastically plated 
metal washer.



GOOD LUCK! IN ZORBING.

• What you need: Zorb, stopwatch and a hill half a mile long - 
grass, snow or artificial. If there are no hills, the water will be 
fine. In the avenues of amusement parks, rolling down from 
earthy hills is called Hill zorbing, water skiing - Water or aqua 
zorbing, descent from snowy slopes - Snow zorbing. There is 
also Hydro zorbing (this is when the ball is filled not with air, but 
with water), Aero zorbing (ball rolling along the airtrue), Night 
LED zorbing (night zorbing in LED-stuffed ball) and a lot of other 
variations. In a word, there will be enough pleasure and yelp 
at all.



BUE! THANKS FOR WATCHING!


